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Living, breathing fanatical avangalicism Is hera on campus. This man virtually
worked himself into a frenzy of Joy over his particular brand of religion. Extolling
others {yes, YOU) to Join him in praising his newly found peace of mind, he, too,

Parking Lot Expanded
To 55 Additional Spaces
Kelly Gibbs
Students who have been
agonizing over not being able to
find a parking space on campus
may rest a little easier now that
Parking Services has added
more spaces.
Parking lot '8' has recently
been expanded to add 5S spaces
in the area just west of Bandelier
Hall West.
Walter Birge, manager of
Parking Services, said the
parking area is not yet completed but parking permits arc
being sold for that lot.
Delays in construction have
postponed the completion date,

formerly Oct. 16. Birge said he
has no idea when the $306,000
project will finally be finished.
"It's too bad, but we may
have to go in and tear up some
of what's already done, "he said.
Installation of street lights
and minor details still have to be
worked out.
Because of the construction of
the new Mechanical Engineering
Building, '8' parking lot lost
some of its space. Birae said,
including the addition, there are
now 490 vehicle spaces in that
lot.
Construction on the lot besan
last July 3 by University
Architects.

was once fallen. For many years he did not practice or grow in his beliefs, but
now, praise be, he has returned to the fold. Invaluable to him in his practice is this
book tilled with physics notes. (Photos by Ken Clark)

Candidates Gather at UNM
To Present Views in Forum
Helen Gaussoin
Every topic from plea bargaining
to the quality of Albuquerque's
water was discussed Wednesday
night during Elections 80, a
political forum sponsored by the
Student
Residence
Hall
Asssociation.
Eleven candidates for the offices
of state senator, district attorney,
state representative, state supreme
court justice and U.S. Congress and
spokesmen for four presidential
hopefuls came to the Cellar in
Hokona Hall to speak on the
campaign issues.
Tom Rutherford, runninJ for re. election to the state senate seat for
district 16, said the "neaative tack"
politicians are usina· in their races

Soviet, Afghan Presidents Sign
Agreement Pledging Cooperation
MOSCOW (UPI) - With a
flourish of pens and an e"change of
bear hugs, Afghan President
Babrak Karmal and Soviet
President Leonid Brezhnev signed
an agreement Thursday pledging
close cooperation between the
Kremlin and Soviet-occupied
Afghanistan.
Brezhnev took the occassion of
Karmal's first trip abroad in to
months to accusc..the United States
of •'embarking on the path of a new
cold war" and he indicated - in
indirect but unmistakable terms that the Kremlin has no immediate
plans to pull its 85,000 troops out
of Afghanistan.
"U.s. imperialism is obviously
embarking on the path of a new
cold war and creating a situation
threatening universal peace and
security," Brezhnev said.
11 We will firmly stand on guard
of the security interests of both of
our states and do our in·
temationalist duty to the Afghan
people ... We would like to hope

that everybody will understand the
fruitlessness of the attempts at
interfering in the internal affairs of
Afghanistan," he said.
The signing of the cooperation
agreement climaxed Kannal's first
day of talks in the Soviet Union,
where he arrived earlier in the day
to a welcome rich in pomp and
circumstance.
It was Karmal's fir~t trip outside
Afghanistan since he was installed
as president in the wake of the
Soviet Union's Chr·istmas Day
invasion. Diplomats said the visit
was meant to show Karmal still
enjoys the Kremlin's confidence.
Brezhnev personally welcomed
Karmal at Vnukovo Airport. They
signed the cooperation agreement
at a Kremlin ceremony televised
throughout the nation.
The official Tass news agency
gave rto details of the agreement's
content.
All members of the Soviet
hierarchy who are not ailina also
turned out to areet Karrnal and
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were on hand to watch the two
presidents sign their redbound
copies of the cooperation
agreement.
Brezhnev and Karmal shook
hands, hugged and kissed each
other on the cheek three times to
celebrate the agreement.
Tass said the two presidents met
for talks 11 in an atmosphere of
cordiality and complete understanding" - the highest seal of
approval, in the Kremlin's
diplomatic parlance for
discussions between allies.
The fact that Karmal was greeted
with ma)tmium ceremony was
meant to show that he is still the
Kremlin's man and was not ready
to go the way of his predecessor
Hafizullah Amin, who was killed,
observers said.
Diplomlts said the main purpose
of the visit appeared to lie in its
attempt to portray Karmal as the
legitimate leader of Afghanistan
despite his country's occupation by
8S,OOO Soviet troops.

has created a "fear of politics" in placing a voting student to the
Board of Regents.
the voters.
Hester Eastham, the republican
John Skipper, Rutherford's
opponent, said in his campaign candidate for the district ll state
literature,
"Rutherford
is representative seat, said the
university shouldn't charge tuition
dangerous for our health."
"Now that's informative," at all because of the $300 million
Rutherford replied. "It doesn't tell state surplus.
..The state is not doing its job
what he'll do to make things
until education is properly funbetter."
Rutherford, who has been a ded."
"Twenty
percent
of
senator for eight years, said he is
Albuquerque's high school students
working for tax relief.
He said he introduced a bill to the can't pass a basic literacy test and
senate that ••would have exempted there's been a breakdown in
'the homes in the UNM area from discipline," she said.
The former UNM student said,
property taxes. •'
"In a few hard cases there is no
•'That's a little high,'' he said, alternative to a few good, hard
whacks with a paddle."
"but that's how politics work."
Felix Nunez, her opponent and
He said the proposal did raise the
tax relief bill that was passed from the incumbent, said the legislature
is doing a study on discipline in
Sl,OOO to $4,000.
The Senate Majority Whip said public schools.
He said the legislature is also
he also opposed the tuition inworking on the UNM parking
crease.
Speaking to the mostly student problem and is doing a feasibility
audience, the majority of the study on a new parking structure.
In contrast to most of the cancandidates said they opposed
tuition increases and supported
continued on page 3

Take Back the Night Rally
To Focus on Lack of Safety
Helen Gaus!IOin
A "Take Back the Night" march
and candlelight rally, sponsored by
the Rape Crisis Center as part of
ka.,e Awareness Week, will focus
mainly on sexual assault but also
will bring attention to .. violent
crime in general,'' Lynn Rosner,
director of the center said.
She said the march and rally, to
be held Oct, 18, will show the
community ' 1it is not only not safe
to be out rtights, it's not safe to be
home.u
The elderly, handicapped and
women are "especially vulnerable"
to assault at night, she said.
.. The type of violence that is
inflicted on victims is abhorrent,

senseless and unjustifiable," she
said.
Organizers of Rape Awareness
Week hope the march, which will
start at 6 p.m. on the UNM mall
and end at the Civic Plaza, will
encourage "everYbody in the
community to become more involved and do something to change
it (the situation)," Rosner said.
She said the rally theme,
''Citizens Unite - Take Back the
Night," is "meant to unify both
marchers and observers."
Rosner said 5000 people participated in a similar march in Los
Angeles but she does not expect
that many to participate in the
Albuquerque march.

World News
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b_y richo.rd holden

A concerned friend and a very knowledgeable individual in the
health effects of air pollution, Raphael Harpaz, brought by some
information that will probably be of interest to anyone who has
espoused the benign benefits of wood stoves.
A study commissioned by the EPA found high levels of polycyclic
organic matter (POM) in the emissions from wood stoves which
contain benzopyrene and other known or suspected carcinogens. Big
deal. Not that many people own wood stoves, right? How much
problem can they cause?
Presently the total POM emissions from wood stoves are already
over 100 times the total POM emissions from industrial coal! Not
only that, wood stoves are selling at a rate of over I. 5 million per
year.
The nature of a wood stove's operation provides for twice the
thermal efficiency of a fireplace but ten times the amount of POM
and carbon monoxide emissions. A stove operated so as to increase
the burn time on wood acts like a wood gasifier and belches out
emissions quietly and very efficiently.
This winter, take a look around early in the morning hours. A
great deal of what is visible is some of the POM from fireplaces and
stoves. What has always been given to be a natural and smoky but
harmless source of heat has become a two-edged sword, While
cutting and burning our own wood does offer a degree of independence and pleasure, it is also a potential threat to public health
as communities in New Hampshire and Vermont are finding out.
Cold marshmallows anyone?

it i•. therefore natural that it would
not provide any facilities for us
there.
·
"We shall accept a resolution in
which Iraq's aggression is clearly
condemned and Hussein's trial is
al~o
included," the broadcast
quoted Rajai as saying.

Carter said he l\ou:d be

\\:.:lir.g !o meet \\~.d~ Ra;a; ~u1
a~dej, ul see no real pO"sstl'-iir:\ of a

134 Harvard SE
t

holden on •••

Iran's Prime Minister Goes to U.N.

We've got
what you're
looking for

T~es·f ~ 10=-.. . .
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by United Press International

Reactor Entry Called Success
~HDDLETOWN. Pa. -A fiveman 1eam Th:~rsday ,;ompleted the
third - a'1d ~onges~ - entry into
the bllild:.ng hous:ng the crippled
Three Mi!e lsJar.d reactor. per·

Friends wish you luck
on a big exam. Gooil friends stick
around to see how you did.

forming the first maintenance since
the March 1979 accident.
Two members of the team,
encountering
relatively
low
radiation levels, spent 90 minutes
inside the contaminated building
while the three others left after 56
minutes.
Officials of Metropolitan Edison
Co. called the mission "a. very
successful entry."
They originallY had planned for
two technicians to leave the
building after 25 minutes while the
others were to stay in for about an
hour.
"The radiation levels were apparently low enough to allow an
extended entry into the building,"
said Met-Ed spokesman Da\id
Delzingaro. "That appears to be an
encouraging sign for future en-

Board Appoints Poison Control Head
Dr. William Troutman, director
of the New Mexico Poison, Drug
Information and Medical Crisis
Center, was appointed last week to
the board of directors of the
American Association of Poison
Control Centers.

tries."
Plant officials said ~1et-Ed
technicians Larry Eberly, 44, and
Guy Wise, 45, managed to unlock
an airlock door leading to an
equipment hatch. The door had
been jammed shut since the accident.
"This gives us a second way into
the building." said Delzingaro.
"Plus this airlock is big enough for
equipment that we'll eventually be
taking in for the cleanup.''
The men also opened an elevator
door to take radiation readings and
retrieved components of two nonfunctioning monitors designed to
provide data on conditions inside
the reactor, Delzingaro said.
He said the monitors would be
repaired and put back in the
building during a later emr~·.
The men wore protective boots,
gloves, coveralls and battery·
powered air masks, but did not don
protective firefighter-like .:oats
used in pre\ious missions.

Troutman has
poison center for
said he will be
"refining and

been with
3 1/2 years.
responsible
identifying

the
He
for
the

criteria for regional poison cen-

ters."
He said, "With the increasing
amount of attention being given to
poison control centers, this is going
to be a fairly important job."
Setting standards for regional
poison centers would help make the
national system more efficient,
Troutman said. He said New
Mexico's poison control center is
one of the best in the country.
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A citizen's committee should
recommend three or four candidates for the position and the
governor should make the final
decision, he said.
D~ring elect ions, voters would
have the choice of retaining or
unseating the incumbent, he added.
In other judicial races, district
attorney candidate Steven Schiff
accused incumbent Ira Robinson of
manipulating the facts.

College Open Houses Offered
During Annual Parent's Day
Phoebe Latimer
ParA'lts of UNM students will
have an opportunity to tour the
campus and meet with the faculty
and administration on Saturday
during the annual Parent's Day.
Special events, faculty presen·
lations, films, lectures and exhibits
will be presented throughout the
day in the specific departments and
colleges.
Students should be urged to view
Parent's Day not only as a day to
acquaint their parents with UNM,
but as an opportunity to visit
college open houses that they think
they might be interested in, said
Mary Barbee, assistant dean of
students.
Registration in the Popejoy Hall
Lobby will be from 8:30 to 10 a.m.
UNM President Davis will host a
coffee from 9:30 to 11 a.m. where
parents will have a chance to visit
with the president and other top

Robinson said he bad "reduced
plea barg:Jining as far as it could be
reduced in four years."
He said many criminals were
pleading guilty because they knew
they could not J)egotiate for a lower
sentence.
Sciff said, "Plea bargaining is
done as much as before, we just
can't sec it."
In ZO percent of the district court
cases the attorney's meet in secret,
he claimed, and decide on the
charge before it goes on record.
"The claim that there is no plea
bargaining is utter and total
nonsense," he said.
U.S, Congressional candidates·
Rep. M&nuel Lujan and Bill
Richardson also attended the
four-hour forum as did Judy
Pratt, the district 18 state
representative candidate,

administrators.
Other scheduled events include
college open houses from 10:30 to
noon and I to 3 p.m. and a lun·
cheon from 12:15 to I p.m.
President Davis will present three
awards at the UNM v.. Hawaii
football game to: !)the parents who
have the greatest number of
students enrolled at UNM this
The UNM Observatory will hold
semester; 2)the parents who have a free open house on Friday, Oct.
traveled the greatest distance within 17, from 7 to 9 p.m.
the continental U.S.; and 3)the
Three telescopes will be available
parents who have traveled the to the public.
greatest distance from outside the
Observers will be able to look at
continental U.S, These awards will the moon through the eight-inch
be determined from registration telescope, the star cluster M-Il
forms filled out by parents on through the 10-inch telescope and
Saturday.
the double star in the Albireo star
An afternoon reception at the system through the 15-inclt
Maxwell Museum will present an telescope.
exhibition on "Tijeras Canyon:
Children arc allowed to attend
Analyses of the Past."
the open house if accompanied by
Campus tours and open houses an adult.
of the sororities and fraternities are
The event will be cancelled
from 1:30to4 p.m.
should the weather be bad.

Focus Is on Moon
At Observatory

2216 Central SE
265-5986

The National Chicano Health Organization
Will be having a meeting Tonight at 7:00P.M.
at Chicano Studies. It will be a potluck·
members and interested students are invited.
For more info call Patty at 277·2728.

99( Soup Special
Parent's
Day
Saturday
October 18, 1980

r------------------,
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It's for you andyour parents!
COLLEGES OF THE UNIVERSITY will host
OPEN HOUSES and will feature special
events/demonstrations and an opportunity to
meet and visit with faculty and ad·
ministrators.
SPECIAL EVENTS: FACULTY PRESENTA·
TIONS, MUSICAL PROGRAMMING, . FILMS,
SLIDE PRESENTATIONS ENTERTAINMENT,
LECTURES, EXHIBITS and DEMONSTRA·
TIONS will be scheduled at various campus
locations.

Plan To Attend

J •

l
.'\

continued from page 1
did&tes. State Supreme Court Judge
Edwin Felter said he felt "awk·
ward" campaigning and couldn't
voice opinions on the issues because
he might have to preside over cases
involving the same topics.
"I can make no promise but that
I will deal with my cases with
fairness and justice,' • he said,
He said judges should be selected
"without the whims of partisan
politics."

N.C.H.O.

Curious L.A. 1"1an
Fed Upon by Lion
LOS ANGELES -A man asked
an attendant at the Los Angeles
Citv Zoo where he could .find the
liotis because he wanted "to play
with them.'' A short time later a
man's partially eaten body was
found in the zoo's lion compound.
Polkc said the badly mauled
body of Eugene Leduc, 35, was
found Wednesday afternoon in the
lion compound, which is set off by
a f~Ilcc and a watcr-fill~d moat.
Officials said one of the two
fcnmlc lions in the compound
apparently mauled the man to
death and then a male lion dragged
the corpse away and fed on his
body.
Zoo officials !tad to tranquilize
the two females so they could
rccovct· the bod~·.
An nutopsr was scheduled to
dctcnninc if the man wns under the
influence of drugs.
A zoo attendant said shottly
before the bod\' was found a man
approached hint and said, "Where
are the lions? I 11 ant h.l play with
them."
Officers said there appnrentlr
''ere no ''itne~scs to the mauling
and they were tr~ing to dctcnnine
ho" the man got into the cage,
"It .looks like he either climbed a
tree o1·erhanging the com11ound or
fell off a 14-foot-high wall
surrounding it,'' s•lid Lt. Edward
HOcking.

Candidates Gather To Give Views
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A large bowl of
French onion soup
with a bagel crouton
and melted mozzarella cheese
served piping hot.
one per customer
with coupon

Valid thru Oct. 24, 1980
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Now serving breakfast
~------------------·
7am·to 11am seven days a week
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DOONESBURY

chosen to serve their constituencies in government
then affect everyone subject to that government,
whether they voted or not.
This much is obvious, repeated frequently, and
tedious to discuss. It is also, equally obviously. often
forgotten by roo many people - including students at
UNM. The possibility that the singular importance of
participating in the elective process is consciously
tgnored is altogether too discouraging to consider.
There is also a feeling that there are no real choices
among candidates. Too often in recent years the verity
oi such feelings have been borne out. This year's
presidential election promises to be a case in point. !t
!S doubtful that anyone will really win; the best we can
hope for is to break even.
Whoever is elected preside>n! wil: be ineffectual but,
we must hope, Wlll not be able to do much damage.
Under these circumstances we must rely on other
areas of government to temporarily carry the
'esponsibifities and provide the leadership for the
'1Btion normallv incumber.t upon the president. Stress
temporarily.
Because we will be so reliant on other aspects of
government, we must take special care in electing
those who will occupy those offices. Making informed
choices for those candidates will be much easier
because, with only a few exceptions, they have been
voicing their opinions and concerns about issues
which we now face and which we will face in the near
future.
It remains the responsibility of voters, however, to
inform themselves and make the effort to cast their
votes if their wishes and intents are to be accurately
reflected in their government. Students can be voters,
too

by Garry Trudeau
UNFORTUNAW.Y. I
CXJNT 7HJNK WE.'V/3
60T 7/M£3 TO STAY
UNTil- 7HI3 f.NCJ, .
\

For the final technique of this series, we are going to show how to escape from
being grabbed by your lapels or jacket (left). As the attacker pulls you, do an
elbow strike to the face (center), Repeat with the other arm. As in the wrist
release, it is important not to pull away, As the attacker·pulls you, let the energy

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau
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Deadline for LIP SERVICE Is noon the day before
the announcement is to run.
Noon Enlertalnment - Fanlabulous Jazz this week
with Cirrus from noon to 2 p.m. in the Subway

they're creating give your elbow strikes more power. Af.ter your last elbow strike,
do a groin strike wit~ the knee (right). This bends the attacker over allowing you to
do you~ final elbow strike to the back of the head. (Photos by Adele Chavez)

.

~

.

Lobo Days at the Downs!

.~

Station.

The National Chicano Htllth OrJ•nludon- will be
having a meetina on Friday, Oct. 17 at 7 p.rn. at
Chicano Studies. II will be potluck and all members
and Interested students are invited. Fore more in·
formalion call Palty at 277·2728.
Alan Mannr, lntemaUonllly knofl!n researcher from Stanford University will be at UNM to sivc a
seminar on some of his recent research. He will speak
on the topic~ "A Three-Reslon Model of EncrJY,
International Trade, and Economic DeYelopmcnl,"
at 4 p.m. on Friday, Oct. 17 in room 147 of
Woodward Hall.
Don't Foraet - to have your lunch at the Inter..
national Center on Monday, Oct. 20, Armenian
cuisine will be featured. from II a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at
reasonable prices at l808lu LomasNE.
IIEO Meelln&- om Monday, Oct. 20 at 7 p.m. in the
Old Lecture Hall Everyone is invited to attend. Brins
a friend.
Jam ,.-lth Tusk - on Friday and Saturday, Oct. 17
and 18 from 9 p.m. to I ·a.m. in the Subway Stalion.
Friday night is Ladles Night (ladies free), Students Sl
and guests $3.
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'11n'e" t been so,r:J. and thev Wtil not be sold this year,
b!it ·f foctba)l is to s.:~fve at the University of New
'v'ex•.::o tnev ,.,.,usr be sold in the future as full price
:i:kets. ~ reaPy do~ t :J'1derstand the reiationship
berwee" t'le unoccupif'd seats or~ the west side and
pemnzcng the students. The~e are some four or five
thousand seats on the east side that aren't sold either
and are not issued to students.
I think the only solution whether we change our
ttc:ket pc:icy or not,
for the students to conduct
t'1err:sel\'es as responsible people and have consideratton for those who are adjacent to them and
t.-..,;ng to enJOY the fottball game. We must remember
that we are issuing about tiYice as many student
tickets as m the past, and of course that complicates
the situation. \Vhy don't you ask exactly where the
fratE>rn'ties ar>d sororfties are sitting and try to get your
seat as ~ar away from them as possible at the next
game?
At a~v •ate, l do hope you can find a seat at the next
two gaMes w>;e~e you can enjoy the game.
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Only 5 days of exciting autumn racing remain ~
S at the Downs at Santa Fe. All UNM students S
~ will receive free grandstand admission upon ~
~ presentation of a current UNM ID card.
~

·~

Saturday, October 18
Sunday, October 19
Wednesday, October22
Saturday, October 25
Sunday, October 26

~
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John Bridgers
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Bus transportation available·
contact Sanchez Southwest Coaches
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Ministry Director Says
Churches F~il Youth
Lee Beck
"The churches fail miserably
with young people," said Mark
Rutledge, director of United
Campus Ministry, in talking about
the church's influence on young
people.

This is a lizard. A lizard is any of various reptiles having a long, scaly body, four legs, and a tapering
tall. The word lizard Is derived from the latin word lacertus. The slcin Is often used as leather lor old
ladies' pocketbooks and shoes and, of course, cowboy boots. Next week's "Get to Know Your Bir·
dies and Buggies, Animals and Mamammals" lesson will be on spiders. (Photo by Ken Clark)

Rutledge said, "For many
students, the college years are a
time for re-examining childhood
faith and developing their own faith
appropriate for dealing with adult
life questions."
Rutledge said students brought
up in a particular church often use
their college years to pull away
from their former religions and
search for a new direction to their
religions.
name in order to talk about their
Rutledge feels the benefits of the
hopes, fears, failures and trium- ''born again" religious phenomena
phs."
are mixed.
"The word 'agora' originates
from the ancient Greek concept of
The positive side, he said, "are
an open market place. The agora the new challenges and the meeting
was a place where the populace of new needs which before were not
could go to talk about the ideas and being met."
affairs of the day,'' said Sypowicz.
On the negative side, he said,
Agora is located at the northwest "Often people say it can only be
corner of Mesa Vista Hall, done in one style and only one way,
operating from a base of about 60 so they become rigid in their
student volunteers who provide thinking."
peer counseling. Volunteers are
According to Rutledge, a recent
accepted at the beginning of each survey of students on campus
semester. The next group will be showed that they perceived
training in February.
themselves as religious. At the same

Student Crisis Center Celebrates
lOth Year by holding Open House
Agora, the ~tudent crisis center
campu\, will lwld a public open
Iwmc todar from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
to hcgin it\ tenth anniversary
cclehration.
Jill Pribyl, 'tudent director, said
the open housl! is designed to
acquaint ~tudents with the program
and the !(JCation "without them
having to come here and feel like
people think they need help."
Pribyl urged students and faculty
to drop by to enjoy coffee and cake
along with community counseling
agency representatives.
<m

Pribyl said she expects about 250
people at the reunion. All former
members of the Agora staff from
the past ten years have been invited.
One of the oldest student
sponsored crisis centers in America,
Agora was established Oct. 22,
1970, after a male student suffering
from academic pressure committed
suicide.
"l t was felt there was a need for a
place on campus where students
could call or drop by for help,"
said William Sypowicz, reunion
coordinator. "No one would need
to make an appointment, show an
identification card, or even give a

United
Campus
Ministry
represents the United Methodist,
Presbyterian, Churches of Christ
and Disciples of Christ to the
university community.
The purpose, in addition to
providing spiritual counseling, is to
assist students in discovering their
vocations and personal meanings in
life by reassessing their religious
philosophies and goals in life,

time, he said, they are less involved
with their churches now than they
were in high school.
On the question of wheth~r or
not religion belongs in politics, Rex
Stewart, program coordinator,
said, ''Christian faith is a political
statement, and it has political
consequences.''
Stewart said in the past popular
opinion was that religion could not
be mixed with politics. Now,
opinion is shifting and religion is a
legitimate tool of politics.
Rutledge said, "The same people
who are supporting Reagan now
were the same people who a few
years ago were saying the church
and religion shouldn't meddle in
politics."
Rutledge explains UCM is trying
to achieve a balance or programs
which offers an opportunity for
students and the university community to express their own interests, desires and thoughts.
"Students aren't really interested
in large group activities anymore,"
Rutledge said.
The center offers small group
gatherings in an attempt to interest
these individuals who do not relate
to large group activities.
The center provides confidential
consulting services, provides lecture
series on various topics, social
events and Bible studies.
Rutledge mentioned recent
research which shows that getting
involved in extra-curricular activities helps students to stay in
college.

Young People Needed
To Travel, Help Others
Lee Beck

assistance, rural community
development
or agriculture
projects.
He points out that most work
projects do not require foreign
language qualifications since in
most of the participating countries
English is spoken.
Quintanna said training for
volunteers will consist of classroom
and field exercises in the areas they
choose to serve. Training of
volunteers will begin during
January and end in May.
Quintanna explained the classes
will be scheduled in the evenings
and on weekends to permit in·
dividuals to participate without
interfering with classes and work
schedules.
The participation fee for
volunteers is $1000, Quintanna said.
This fee covers transportation and
other costs of the program.
Quintanna said housing and food
is furnished by the participating
country.
He said, "It is important the
volunteer understands that areas in
which they may be working may
not have electricity or running
water, and the volunteer may have
to rely on mules for transportation."
''If this strikes you as a way to
spend your summer, contact us,"
Quintanna said.
V.I.A.'s office is located in the
United Christian Ministry building,
at 1801 Las Lomas N.E., 247-0497.

Volunteers for International
Assistance
(V, I. A,)
is an
organization looking for a few
good men andwomen who want to
travel to a Latin American Country
and assist peC'ple less fortunate than
ourselves.
V.I. A.
is
a
non-profit
organization, the purpose of which
is developing, orgamzmg and
supporting actvities that improve
the heath and quality of life of the
poor people of less developed
nations.
Coordinator Miquel Quindtanna
said V.I. A. collaborates with in·
ternational
development
organizations in providing trained
para-professionals willing to
volunteer their services for three-,
six· or nine-week assignments in the
fields of agriculture, public health
and community development.
Quintanna said, "In addition to
offering technical aid and labor,
another important function of
V.I.A. is improving relations
between people of different cultural
backgrounds in a world filled .with
prejudice and misunderstanding".
VJ.A.'s field projects for
volunteers will be negotiated in the
British Honduras, Belize and other
Carribeanlslands, Quintanna said.
Volunteers may work in public
sanitation, personal hygiene,
eyeglass dispension, medical

UCM provides a variety of
programs and groups in which the
students can get to know people,
and become involved.
The center is located at 1801 Las
Lomas.

,'1111 (€hadeJ 'tandir.:et.
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A WONDROUS ANIMATION SPECTACLE
ABLAZE WITH ADVENTURE ·

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

7:00, 9:15, 11:30
SUB THEATER
The ASUN M Film Committee
will make a donation to the
United Way from the proceeds of this film, with the
help of the ASUN M Popular
Entertainment Committee.

There's a Dutch masterpiece
inside the bottle, too.

Imported

~~iA Beer

A real masterpiece from Holland.

The goal of Ills and Pills is to provide basic drug information to the
community of the University of New Mexico. Drug information is
often controversial, contradictory and is constantly changing. Also,
no Ills and Pills article should be used as a sole guide to self treatment or drug use.

The use of placebos is among the oldest of medical procedures and
among the most controversial. In an attempt to cover this subject
more thoroughly, the authors of 1//s and Pills have decided to divide
this subject into two articles. Today's column will define what a
placebo is and reflect on the history and effects of placebo use. Next
week's column will discuss current uses of placebos.
Dorland's Illustrated Medical Dictionary defines a placebo as "an
inactive substance or preparation given to satisfy the patients' need
for drug therapy, and used in controlled studies to determine the
erficacy of medicinal substances. Also, a procedure with no intrinsic
therapeutic value, performed for such purposes."
Historically, placebo use has alleviated many illnesses. There are
many written testimonials in which patients swear to the effectiveness of numerous unorthodox and illogical methods of
treatment. But the real truth is that it was the power of the healer to
persuade the patient that such procedures were valid. The beneficial
effects of man's early medications could only have been due to a
placebo effect. Examples of agents used in ancient therapy are
powders of precious stones, fly specks, putrid meat, hoof of ass,
mandrake, teeth of swine, lizard's blood, crocodile dung, holy oil,
spermatic fluid of frogs and horns of deer.
Some eras of medicine recommended various blood products,
such as bat blood for preserving the breasts of virgins, goat blood
for dropsy and kidney stones, domestic fowl blood for cerebral
hemmorrhages and lamb blood for epilepsy.
Later the medical professions felt it was therapeutic to draw blood
rather than to give it. Thus, the use of leeches and other methods of
drawing blood became quite popular.
The amazing aspect of such therapy is that hundreds of thousands
of people, possibly millions, felt such products and procedures
worked well for them. Many would return to their physician or
apothecary begging for more of these magical and mysterious
medicaments.
Although ancient health care practitioners knew little physiology
and pathology, much less treatment, they learned much .about the
emotions and psyche of mankirid. They learned that the s1ck can be
desperate and that they will do anything or try anything in an at·
tempt to soothe their miseries. They learned that a desperate patient
would consume the most vile of substances, whether it made him
puke, defecate, writhe in pain, or sprawl on the floor in nauseating
discomfort. They learned that the power of suggestion could make a
patient feel better or worse. Such were the roots of effective placebo
use,

Plan
andsa\e.
If you're moving within the same teJE~ph~rme

exchange or local area, you can reduce
cpsts by taking all your desk·type and motlUl<lt
wall phones with you when you go. It's a Sitntple
matter of unplugging them, or cutting the
Since we won't have to go out to get these
phones, we pass a $5 savings on to you.
And there's still another good way to
hold down costs if your home has
modular telephone jacks-just pick up
the phones you need at one of our
PhoneCenter Stores. Then you'll
save $5.60 on the installation of
your first phone and $2 on each
additional phone you take
home and plug in. It's well
worth looking into.
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CONTEST RULI:S: To enter the contest.it is required that you Submit a 3 ...5 .. index card with the (alloWing lnforrriiltion
I, Your name 2. Permanentinailing addre$s l. Ar_e rou currently enroiJed in ceilh!ge Yes No. If yes. which college/university
ate vou Currently attending _ _ _ _ 4, Where did you learn of th1s promotron! S, For your pm!e, whtch music.
category do ~ou prefer (p1d< _only one)· 'ftock/llop or Soul/jazz or Country.,
This contest offer be1ins September 29th.- 1910 and ends December I. 191_0. The ~mner wm be chose, at random ~
from the respondent~ who M:ive fully completi!d all the required Jnformatton on the l'·xs"mde)C card
..,.
TM wlnntr •Ill t'~c~i'f'll!! all new MCA album rele.ausin hfs ar her eateaor, for • ~rlod o1 sl• months, commll!!ndnc J•qUtry '"'·
··
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Arts
Mokort of Hol!d M...,.
lndion Jowolry

LIBERTAD
PARA LOS

Arts and Activities

PRESOS POLITICOS

Art Shows

Mariposa Gallery- Tapestries by Judith Carr and large raku, sculptural vase
forms. byCarolynSal~allt:l Romero N.W. through Oct 11.
Albuerque Museum-- Selections from Permanaot Coll~tlons, through Jttn. 5,
1981; foS!tils or New Mexico, through Friday, Dec, 19; New Town and the
Railroad Boom Years 1880·1912 will show through Oct.l981; aqd OldTown, A
Wnlking Tour or History in Architecture which includes a rre~ :our, For In·
famatlon about the tou:s caii766-787B,
UNM Art Museum- has a photography exhib:tion, "Light Abslractic:)!ls," In
Ihe North Gallery, The museum is open Tuesday throu~&.h Friday from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. and 71o 10 p.m.lt is also open Saturday and Sunday from 1 to 5 p.m.
Admission is rrec.
UNM Art Mu~um- in Upper Gallery, "Fifty Years Ago," American Art
Exhi\Jilion. A sweeping survey of American An or l9l,S to 1935. S~e above
calender enlrr for museum hours.
ASA Galler)'- Exhlbllion of political art. The gallery Js in the SUB.
UNM Art Museum - Lower OaUe_ry showing "frederick Sommer at_ 75/'
lhro\.lghSunday, Nov.l6.
M!!ridlan Gllltl')' -showing La Fan, rc;cent work through Thursday, October
)Q. Meridian I• 01 220 Central s.w., telephone243·3418.
Johnson Galler)' -showing recent paintings by Kip Sudduth throu~h Oct. 23
at.l909 Las Lomas,
Albuquerque Ualt~ ~rtlstl- showing, Narrative Art, through Nov. lS at the
Downtown Center for the Arts at 216 Centra.IS. W,
UNM Tt-achln& GalltrJ' - is showing the works of fi~c guest artists anC. part~
time faculty members through Friday, Oct, 31. The gallery Is located In the
second noor of the Art Building and is open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. every week·
day. Admission is free.
Fllmsj t'Uty Yean Aao- A free program of films dating from 1925 to 193.5
will be shown beginning at 8:1~ p.m. on Tuesday Oct. 211n room 2018 or the
Fine Arts Center. The films are being shown In connection with the current
UNM Museum cxhibhion nFiftyYellr$ Ago."

JORNAOA DE SOLIDAR!DAO CON
EL PUEBlO OE URUGUAY
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ASA Gallery Shows Political Art
At a time when politics is on
everyone's mind, we find an art
gallery featuring "Political Art".
The ASA Gallery is showing a wide
variety of social expression and
individual technique.
The exhibit is not what one might
expect in a political theme show, at
least in the traditional sense of the
word.
The works cover subjects from
important political figures to
floating diaphrams over astronauts
on the moon, from paintings and
photographs to political posters
from around the world. There is
even a piece that grows and takes
care of itself.

Some of the artists represented
arc Bruno Garcia, A. E. Resmick,
and Gadi Golbarg to name a few.
What seems most important
about "political art" is that it
transcends the boundaries of
traditional "conceptual," "abstract" and artwork otherwise
obscure to many people. Its major
purpose might be an aesthetic
experience, relying on knowlege of
"movements" and "academic''
idealogies. A very important thing
to consider with political art is the
audience, those whom the artist
wants to reach. If the artist wants to
influence people on a socio-political
level, they must be able to un-

derstand his visual language. The
danger with political art is that it
can become didactic and dogmatic,
thereby overrunning the aesthetic
qualities of the work. To effect
people it should be visually
dynamic.
This kind of show has been a
long time in coming to UNM and
really should occur more often. But
of course the frequency of such
shows in the future depends on
support by the university community.
This show hangs until Oct. 31.
The ASA Gallery hours are II a.m.
to 4 p.m. weekdays, and it is
located in the basement of the SUB.
Admission is free.

~OTQWN

Music

Keller Hall Series- presents the Seriphin Trio playing music by Beethoven and
Dvorak on Wednesday, Oct. 2.2 at S:lS p.m.
Meg Chrlsllan - will perform music by and for women, part of Rape
Awareness Week, fll the Kimo on Friday, Ocl. 11,
New Mexlt-o S)'mphony 0!"(:bestJlll - featuring soloist Donn" McRae will
perform at Popjoy Hall on Friday andSIItUray, Oct. 17 and 18 at8:15 p.m.
Albuquerque Youth Symphony - will perform at Popejoy Hall on Sunday,
0<;1.19 •ll

p.m.

ID Concept-Spyglass Postcard, Series/Impending Doom by A. £
Resmfck, (left) and poster courtesy of the Coalition to End the
Blockade Against Cuba. (Photos by Ken Clark)

Five lectures will be given
through the series by scholars,
craftsmen and other experts in the
book arts and publishing fields. All
lectures will be given at 7:30p.m. in
the Anderson Room of UNM's

Candle Light March
6pm
UNM Fountain
(south of SUB)
Rally 8pm Civic Plaza

MAlCOlMASMCDOWEll

Theatre

nnany PlayhoUIC- presents Laura, a murder mystery by Vera Ca5pary and

George Sklar, Toe show will star Lloyd lamb and Sharon Copeland and will
play Fridays and Saturda)'5 through Sunday, Nov. l
The Unk~own Soldh:r 111d Hl1 Wire - by Peter Ustloov will run through
Saturday, Oct 18 at 8 p.m. For ticket reservations or more information, call
2774402.
B1rn Dinner Thfatre- in Cedar Crest prcsc.:nts, ''An Almpst Perfect Person''
through Sunday, Ot;t. 19 at ~:20 p.m.
Rosent"rantr and Gulldcnstrcn Are Dead- presented b)' the Classics Theatre
Company, '!"'ill play from Thursday. Oct, ~3 through Sunday, Oct. 26at 8 p.n,,,
except Sunday at 2 p.m. in Rodey Theatre, Admission isS~ general and $3.50
ror senior dti~ns and stUdents. Call2774402 for mnre information.

Activities

The Currtnl or lhe Rlnr or Life Move U1- a lecture by painter Agnes Martin
will ~given Monday. Oct. 20 al 8:15p.m. in theKivaAudhorium.
The Enchanlcd Printen - a lecture by book seller and proprietor of
Albuquerque•s Stage Coach Press. Jad: RIUc:nhousc: will take place on Wed·
ncsday, Oct 22 at 7:30p.m. in tbe Anderson Room or Zimmerman Library,

Library and Book Art Lectures To Start
"The Book Arts New
Mexico" is the theme of the 198081 lecture series being sponsored by
the Friends of the UNM .Libraries
and the New Mexico Humanities
Council.

"MEG CHRISTIAN"
CONCERT
KIMOTHEATER
10/17
7pm $5.50 at door

•1'\'H:\T\'1,~ llJU')l,ll.! HAW IX 'Nf If'\'\ lU HAl' I'll~" .1\ 1'.

Jack Rittenhouse, book seller
Zimmerman Library. All lectures
and proprieter of the Stage Coach
are free and open to the public.
"Our series will acquaint or Press in Albuquerque, opens the
reacquaint its audince with the series on Wednesday, Oct. 22, with
history, craft, art, environment, 11 talk on "The Enchanted Printechnology and practice of the book ters.''
arts," said Jerry Wise, executive
"My main presentation will
director of Friends. "It will look at.,. emphasize how this region,
the lives of New Mexicans actively especially Santa Fe, Taos and
engaged in this pursuit, and it will Albuquerque attracted and inhelp build an understanding of the fluenced fine-press printers and
far-reaching significance of the artists who became printers and
work ofthese scholar-artisans."
designers," Rittenhouse said.
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lneludlna

THEORY and

ACCOUtiTINt I, 2/tl• ••• $4.15
ACCOUIITINI 11, 1/tl••• $4.15
•ACCDUMTINI II, 2/ld ••• $5.15
ACOUSTICS • ., ........ $5.15
ADVANCED CALCULUS , .$1.15
ADVANCED MATHEMATICS ler
E111111ttn I Sdllltllll ....15

Clul((enge,.
llnterprl•e•

\W&t

ANALYSIS $1.15
ADVmiSINI • , ••••••• $US
ANALniC IEDlllTIIY ... $3.15
APPliED PHTSICS ...... $5.15
JASIC IIUATtiNS DF
EIIIINEEIIIII SCIENCl.$4.15
•IASIC MATHEIIATtCS fOR
EUCTIICin AID
ILIC11111NICS ....... $4.15
IUIC lllTIIEIIIAt~;S
- a,,llllllll ..... $4.15
IOOUIIPIIII I
ACCMIII'IIII •••••••.• $US
IOOLIM ALIEIU
... SWIIolllnl Circuits •• IUS

8206 LOMAS NE
265-8355

lntnollllllll II
IUSIliDS , •••••••• , •$4.15

Paramount Pictures
i
i
asThe Elepflant Man
Anne Bancroft John Gielgud Wendy Hiller Music by John Morris Director of Photography Freddie Francis
Executive Producer Stuart Cornfeid Screenplay by Christopher DeVore &Eric Bergren &David Lynch
Produced by Jonathan Sanger Directed by David Lynch Panovi~on.. AParamount Picture

--•Hn 11

IUSIIIDS SfAIISTICS •• $US
CALCULUS ••••••••••• $US
CHILD PSUHGLOII' .... $4.15
CDLLIII ALIIIU .... $4.15
CDLLEII IUSIHISS UW.$4.15
CDLLII£ CHEMISTIY,
""'· .............. $5.15
CDlllll PHYSICS, 7/tl. $5.15
CDIIPlD VARIAILE~ ... $1.15
CGIIPUIDI SCIENCE •••• $5.15
COIII'IIUIIII MECHANICS $5.1S
CDSI ICCDUNIINI ••••. $4.15
•DATA PIDCESSINI ••• , •$5.15
OISCIIPTIVl IEOMIT~Y •$3.15
DI:VlLOPIIliiT
ECDNDIIICS ........ , $4.95
OIFFEIENTIILEQUATIOHS $U5
biFFEAENmL IEOMITAY $4.15
DIQITAUIIINCIPLES •••• $5.95
DISCA£ll111ATHEMITICS.$4.95
lAITM SCIENCES ...... $3.1S
ILECTIIC CIRCUli$ , ... $5.15
!LECIADMAINITICS , , , •$5.15
ILICTIONIC CI~CUIIS .$5.15
El!CIAONiC
CDMMUNICAIIDN , , • , ,$4.95

•ELIC11111HICS
JECHIIDLDIY ........ $5.15
IUIIOITAilY AL&liU •• $4.15
lnfnllf IUIIEIII'AlY
MATHEMATICS ....... $4.15
lnlriiiHIIIn to ENIIHEUtHI
CALCUUTIDNS ••• , • , .$U5
IHIIIIt£11111
IIIICIIAIIICS, 3/1•....• $1.15
EHILISH IUiiMAI .... $3.15
FlEDIMCK I
CDIITJDL SYSTEMS ... $1.15
FINIR DifFERENCES ...
OlmHHCE EQUATIONS $5.15
FIHIR MATHEMATICS , •• U.t5
Flntlw
'IWII MATHIIIATICS .$5.15
FLU II DYIIAMICS •••••• $1.15
FLUID MECHANICS
llll'DUULICS ..........11
FOUilEI ANALYSIS ..... $5.15
FUHCH IUIIIIIU, ••
,,................. $3.15
•FUIICM IUIIMAI,
2/R•••••••••••••• $U5
&lMIIAL TIPGLIIY •• , .$1.15
IINETICS ............ $5.15
11011111-11 .•••• $UI
HOUPIHEDIY ••••.••• $1.15
IIUT TIAIISfll ••••••• $1.15
llll'DIIATIIIIAL
ECDIIDIIIICS ........ $4.15
•ITALIAiiiUMMAI •••.• $4.15
UIUIIIIAI DYHIIIICS .$1.15
UPUCl TIANSFGRIIS • , $1.1S
LINUI ALIEIU • ,. ... $US
IIACHiill DIS IIN ...... $1.15
MICIItfCOIIOIIIIC
THIOIIT ............ $4.15
•MUKETIHI ••.••...•• $4.15
MATMIIIATICAL HANDIOOK
Ol FOIIIIUIII and Tlblll. $5.15
MUHEMATICS FOI
ECOHDMISTS ........ $6.15
IIAtHllllTICS
OF FINANCE ......... $4.15
MATRICES .. ,. ........ $US
IIECHlMIUL
VIIUTIDNS .•••••••• $US
IIIICIDECDNDMIC THEOlY $4.15
IIODERII ALIIIU ..••• $US

1101111111

ILEMOOAIY ALIEIU •$4.15

r.; •

lltllrlllllrtl•ttq
DlmHMTIAL EQUATIONS $5.15
MODEll PHYSICS ••••• $1.15
NUMEIICIL ANALYSIS •• $1.95
OPTICS , ., ••••••••••• $1.15
OIUNIC CHEMISTRY ... $7.15
PEII1DNAL fiNANCE I
CONSUMER ECONOMICS $3.15
PHYSICAL CHEMISTU .. $1.15
PHYSICAL SCIENCE ••••• $4.11
PUNIItOMnlY ...... $4.11
PRINCIPLES OF
ECONOMICS ••••••••• $1.15
PADUIILin ., ....... $4.11
PRDUIILin I
STATISTICS ; ....... , $1.11
PIDIIllllllNt WITH
IUIC .............. $1.11
PIDIIllllllllll
Willi FOITUII ....... $1.11
PIIUECTIVEIIDMniiT •• $4.11
lolrlll•llllll
PSfCIIILOIY ......... $4.11
•PSYCIIDLDIY or
LUaNIIII •••••••••• $US
[prnieosll announce•!
PVMCTUATIIN1 CIPIIAI.o
IZATIOII, ANI Sl'tLLINI ...II
IIAIITITATIVI illmiiDS Ill
IIIINAilMEIIT ....... $US
IIOL YAIIAILU ,. • , .. $1.11
HIMfHCED CDNCIIITI
IUIIII ............ $1.11
sn rHrtar .......... $4.11
lnlrdiiCIIenlo
SOCIDLOIY ....... ., .$4.11
SPANISH IUMMA~,
2/H............... $3.11
STATISTICS ...... , .. $5.11
STIEIIITH 11
IIATEIIAlS ......... $1.11
St~UCTUIIAL AMAUSIS .$1.11
TAK ACCGUNTINI ••••• $4.11
TECHNICAL
MATHIMAriCS ••••••• $5.15
TEST ITEMS
IN EDUCATION ,. ..... ~.U
THIDIETICAL MECHANIC$ $1.15
THEIMDDYNAMICS •••• $1.15 ·
TUNSMISSIDH LINES •• $1.15
TRIIONDIIETI\' ..... ., $4.15
VECTDI ANALYSIS ..... $5.15

1

"'"1'':'lltftt!Alln..
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SIJIJECT 10 CHANGE WITHOUT IIOTIC£

•FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS

New Mexico Union
Games Area
(in the basement of the SUB)

WHAT'S AGORA?

Program Events For October And November, 1980

OCTOBER
Oct 3Frt.
Oct ?Tues.
Oct. 9 Thurs .
Oct.l7 Frt.
Oct20Mon.
Oct.25Sat.
Oct. 31 Fri.

Flea Market $3.00 fee
Galaxian High Score $2.00 fee
Table Tennis Tournament $2.50 fee
Darts 301 Tournament $2.50 fee
Rock n' Roll Band - Mainline, free
Eight Ball Tournament $2.50 fee
Crafts Fair $5.00 fee

TIME:

9:00- 6:00AM-PM
3:00- 5:00PM
3:00-5:00 PM
3:00- 5:00PM
12:00- 2:00 PM
11:00- 2:00AM-PM
9:00- 6:00AM-PM

NOVEMBER
Table Tennis Tournament $2.50 fee
Flea Market $3.00 fee
Jazz Band - Alma Free
Galaxian High Score $2.00 fee
Crafts Fair $5.00 fee
Eight Ball Tournament $2.50 fee

Nov. 6 Thurs.
Nov. 7 Fri.
Nov.lOMon.
Nov. 14 Fri.
Nov. 21 Fri.
Nov. 22 Sat.

3:00- 5:00PM
9:00- 6:00AM-PM
12:00- 2:00PM
3:00- 5:00PM
9:00- 6:00AM-PM
11:00- 2:00AM-PM

COME ON DOWN, COME ON DOWN,
NEW AMUSEMENT GAMES FOR RELAXING
TARG, MISSILE COMMAND, GALAX IAN AND RIP·OFF
Read dates of tournaments and events. Start signing up 3 weeks before.
All tournaments will be open until tournament brackets are full and all tables sold
for flea market and crafts fair.
All events and tournaments ore for students, faculty, staff, alum ri and their families.

STUDENT BOOK STORE, INC.

Phone 277·4506 for more details.

2122 Central Ave. SE
•
Albuquerque, NM 87106
Phone: ( 505) 243·1777

,.________

Coronado 4
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We specialize in everything from
tire repair to complete motor overhauls on HONDA, YAMAHA, KAWAS(IKI, and SUZUKI motorcycles.
All work is unconditionally
guaranteed and we challenge you
to compare quality.

PG PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED ltD> IXJIIXXBISTEiiO J"'

'1';. '·

SHOW TIMES
3:30, 6:30 a. 9:30

OVER BIKE REPA

soMEMATERrAL.MAvNoTaEsuifA-sLnO~HiLDREN

';'t • • <I

1:00 3:10 5:20 7:35 9:45

~i

.jI.

Where someone listens to why you can't get
along with your roommate?
- where someone understands how it feels to
flunk a midtenn exam
-where someone knows what it's like to miss
home
- where someone is familiar with the money
crunch of college life
- where someone is ready to LISTEN 24
hours a day

AGORA

means "open place", ai1d is somewhere
students can open up and say what's on their mind.
Agora is students who care, who know first hand
about college lifestyles. We've been listening to
students for 10 years now~ WE'RE READY TO
LISTEN TO YOU.

277-3013
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Sports
Players Ready To Start

Bears to Tame Lions

Correction
Sally Marquez
Snlly Marquez, 5'5", is a
sophomore from Albuquerque. She
was the first recipient of the George
Maloof scholarship. While small in
stature, Marquez is the strongest
player on the team. A part-time
starter last year, she is the leading
candidate l'or the point guard

Karen Hutson
position.
Karen Hutson, 5'7", is a freshman from Parkersburg, West
Virginia. She was a All-State
selection in that state's large school
classification last year. She will be
playing in the second guard
position.

In yesterday's Lobo, it was
incorrectly reported that UNM
basketball team members Phil
Smith and Larry Terrence would
not be playing this season due to
injury and low grades. Both
players will be members of this
season's squad, and both are
healthy and eligible. The Lobo
regrets the error.

Entering the seventh week of the
season, it is interesting to note the
records of each division against
out-of-division foes. Only one, the
AFC East, has a winning record.
With the Bills and Pats leading the
way, that conference has a 10-4
record. Only two divisions have
losing records - the NFC East (68) and West (7-11). This is just
another example of the rising
balance of the NFL.
So far this year, underdogs have
won more games than favorites by a
substantial margin - 48-35 - and
have won all but one week of the
season, 5-l.
This week, home team in caps:
SUNDAY OCT.l9
PHILADELPHIA 24 - Dallas
22: Eagle fans will get their minds
off baseball long enough to hold
off Pokes. Danny White, as I
predicted at the season's start, has
filled Staubach's shoes but won't be

FREE BEER
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

8·9
PRE·GAME MEXICAN BUFFET
5·7 OCT.18
FOR ALL LOBO FANS

able to get Cowboys past a pumped
Philly club,
CLEVELAND 24 - Green Bay
16: The Pack is undefeated in the
last two weeks but will run out of
momentum. Browns are back in
race and have a real shot, hut they
can't afford to blow this one.
CINCINNATI 23 - Minnesota
21: If the Ben gals could play the
Steelers all year, they might make
the playoffs. The Cats have proved
they can play with the best but need
to be able to beat the worst, This
could be the win to get them back
into the race.
WASHINGTON 27 - St. Louis
20: Skins have to win sometime.
Cards already had their excitement
for the season with back-to-hack
wins a couple of weeks ago,
NEW YORK JETS 26 - Seattle
21: I'm half tempted to pick a tie
between these wastes. Everytime
the 'Hawks smell the top, they fold,
which means they should win this
week. But maybe, just maybe, the
Jets have got it going.
CHICAGO 23 - Detroit 20:
UPSET SPECIAL. The Bears are
off to their traditional abominable
start and should be ready to turn it
around. Lions ready to let down
again.
DENVER 27 - Kansas City 24:
Both these teams have worked
themselves back into the race as the
Chargers have fallen flat on their
faces. The Chiefs are starting to
play as they were expected to at the
beginning of the season, but Broncs
still haven't showed much possible upset.
BALTIMORE 24 New
England 21: It's not an upset as the
Colts arc a 2-point favorite.
Baltimore is the only team in the
league which is 6-0 against the
spread. Normally that means it is
good to bet against it, but not in
this case.
NEW ORLEANS 21 - Atlanta
17:UPSET SPECIAL II, The
Falcons beat undefeated teams two
weeks in a row, then lost to the
winless Jets last week. So why not
lose to back-to-back winless teams?
Now, if you're totally confused,
well, you're probably better off.
Los Angeles 24 SAN
FRANCISCO 20: As an experiment
I am not advising point spread
victors this week. However, this
looks pretty good. Take Frisco with

9.
SAN DIEGO 27 -New York
Giants 16: One more loss and the
Chargers would have been in
trouble. But good things come to
those who wait - and the Giants
are the best thing to happen to
Diego this month.
HOUSTON 20- Tampa Bay 12:
What is wrong with these two
teams? Once again the balanced
league has caught up with them.
I'm not sure where the Buc stopped, hut it sure has - it could get
rolling again if the Oilers' prices
fa!!.
MIAMI 20 Buffalo 17:
UPSET SPECIAL III. 1 told you
the Dol phs were losers; they proved
that by falling 34-0 last week. But
now that the Bills have tasted
defeat, they should grow more
accustomed to it.
MONDA\' NIGHT OCT. 20:
PITTSBURGH 27 - Oakland
24: While you remember that after
the Steelers lose they always kill
their next opponent, don't you
forget that God bets with the
Raiders on Monday nights.
Best Bet: Take all the underdogs,
that's all I advise.

Submissions in Art and
Literature
Come to Marron Hall, Rm. 131
277-56
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LOGATW IN THE BASEMeNT Of THE: SUB
AGHOSS FROM THE SUB lHEAI~R

Where did that ball go? Not under here. Lobo defensive end Jimmie Carter(left) gets a hold of one of
Colorados' players in Saturday's game. Defensive leader Bob Schpryt (right) gives Carter a hand.
(Photo by Beti Martinez)

Four Starters Return to Action
The lJNM football team will go
into its first game of the season
without quarterback Brad Wright,
who is out for the season. The only
compensation will be the return of
four Lobo starters.
Right guard Dennis Spencer will
be back in the line-up. He was
sidelined for four weeks with a
broken jaw suffered in the game
against Texas Tech.
Left cornerback Sharay Fields,
who has been nursing a sprained
ankle will be back, although he
might not start.
Strong safety Tracy Mount, who
suffered a separated shoulder in the
game against Wyoming, wlll also
return. He, too, may not start.
Middle guard Greg Azar, who
has been in and out of games since
the game against New Mexico State
in which he suffered a bruised leg,
will also return to the Lobo line-up.
With Wright out, the quarterback position will be filled by
two players, Robbin Gabriel and
David Osborn. Osborn is known
for his rushing abilities, and

Gabriel put on a good display of his
passing abilities when he filled in
for Wright on Saturday night
against Colorado State.
UNM head coach Joe Morrison
said he did not know yet which of
the players he will start, hut they
will probably both see playing time.
This will be Hawaii's first trip to
Albuquerque to play football. All
of the five previous games were
played in Hawaii. The elevation of
Albuquerque will probably not

AGORA'S
OPEN HOUSE

Come and see the student-help center that has
been listening to UNm students of 10 years. NW
cotnet of mesa VIsta.

Ftl., OCT. 17 12 ..3 p.m.

Phillies Lead
Two Games
PHILADELPHIA (UPI)- The
Philadelphia Phillies, who have
played in the National League since
1883 without a world championship, have a 2-0 lead over the
Kansas City Royals in the World
Series.
"This type of confidence I
haven't seen before in my major
league career," said Del Unser,
whose pinch RBI double led a fourrun eighth inning Wednesday night
that gave the Phillies a 6-4 victory
over the Royals.
Friday night the Phillies will send
Dick Ruthven, 17-tO, against Rich
Gale, 13-9, in Game 3 at Kansas
City.
Kansas City's Amos Otis, who
singled and scored in a one-run
sixth and doubled in two runs to
cap a three-run seven, said the
Royals could regain their composure at Royals' Stadium.
"We have lost two in a row
before and won two in a row
before," said Otis. "I think being
in our home park is going to give us
a big lift. •'

Auto&Cycle
Insurance

l--------1--------------1
For
Information
Call or
Visit
Criterion
Today:

INSURANCE COMPANY
1611 Carlisle SE
(Carlisle & Gibson)

265-5695
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CHECK THESE
VALUABLE BENEFITS
Low down payments
Convenient payment plans
Countrywide claim service
Money-saving deductibles
Dependable protection
Personal service
Immediate coverage
Free rate quotation

Criterion
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prove to be a benefit to the
Rainbow team. They were bothered
by the elevation against Wyoming
in Laramie, a game they lost 45-20.
The game begins at 7 p.m. at the
University Stadium.

A WONDROUS
ANIMATION SPECTACLE
ABLAZE WITH
ADVENTURE

l~

'

Tonight!

United way

Tomorrow
Night!
(October 17 and 18)
7:00,9:15,11:30

Union (SUB) Theatre
ASU NM Students $1 .25, GSA $1.50, Ofhets $1.75

A donation to the United Way will be
made from the proceeds of this film.

l'agl•l2, New M~!Xko Daily Lobo,
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HOU%SJHf.R-MATUREi,
R!iSPONSIIlLE.
1-xcellent local referen<es. Available November.
Prefer 2·6 month stay. Inexpensive. Torn, 898-2546.
10/17
TYPING, COPY I![)JTING, proofreading: Medical,
legal, and general academic. 266·0667.
10131
NhW: CHAFT WORKSHOPS I SaveS for Christmas
gilt\. !.earn, have fun &lmullancously. 203CWellesley
S.E. 256-1536.
10128
TYPINCJ: .EXPERIENCED, ALL phases College
work. 292·4360 or293-7547.
11/3
IYI'IN<l, WORD PROCESSING, editing, data
procc,.ing, delivery ,5ervlce. 268-8776.
ll/15
TYPIST-TERM PAPERS, resumes. 299-8970,
10/31
KlNKO'S TYPING SJ:;RVICE (IBM Selectric) and
now 3 minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
268·8515,
tfn
ClUJ fAR U•SSONS: ALL styles. Marc's Guitar
Studin. 265·3315.
tfn
l)A TYPING SERVICE: A complete typing and
cLillnrial 'Y'tern. Tcdmical, general, legal, medical,
'~h~la"k· t'hartl & tables. 345-2125.
tfn

New Mexico

Daily Lobo
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Advertising
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0,( R-\lllltl'"1'lAYfRS
~~!!IIHII. 2fo(, ~~112

tfn

t~

('ONTAC 'IS?? POLISHINCJ'I? SOl.lJTIONS??
<a\eY Optical C'ompany. 265·8846.
tfn
HAPPY J CJO'i' the new "falitil)n colour gradient lens
Ililt" when I bought my prescription glasses. I love
them. l'ayles1 Opticians, lrtternntional. (Across the
street froml.aDcllc's ut 5007 Menaul). 266-2600. tfn
AC'C'llRATl' INFORMATION AllOUT contraception, sterilization, aborlion. Right to Chopse.
294 0171.
tfn
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etc. For

A l 1 l'NIJON: llANllS, MUSICIANS g1gs are
m.ulllbie. Plca.e cnntacl l. J. Murtincr nt 277-2328
nr '"-'tme hy Sllll FnterHunmcnt nffi~e, room 217 of
theSl!ll
12!15
I'RHiNANC'Y I[,SrJN(i & C'Ol!NSELINU. Phorte
!47-9HI9
tfn
PA<.,SJ>CJRI 1\ND IIWNTIFIC'ATION photos. 3 for
$4 ~0 1 ! lnwc't pri<e< in town! l'all, pleasing, near
l 1NM (all 26~·2444 or come t<J 1711 Girard Ulvd.

~1

t····.1 l''il'·

4.

Jlhllhl!lfltplw. dranw, ntUt,H;, f1lm. dan~.:e,
murc mful..iJ.II [ co,lic. NH4 .ctl23, cveningr;.

PERSONALS

1.

<I \Ill gcttogether 10123.

2.

10123
ll>\PI'_Y_JI,t IIIRrtll>A Y MarkS. I love ya. Beth.
10117
Alii· 'rC){J A •rclunkct' {'omc explore Carlsbad
<~;crrl\, Saturda}, Nmemher I. ('mt is only 512
"nh valul student l. () !·or utformntron 1111d rcscr•
,,ltlun;, <illl I uura Jaramtllo, 277.2328. Sponmred
lw t\~llNM lntHl <nmmittee.
10117
\\;.\111· R ROCK 'tt ROIL. Monday, October 13
tlrrnugh Saturduy, October 18. l·rlar's E:ast, located
at W}ntning nnd the Freeway.
10117
"1'01 I('[( 'AI HWMI'. SHOW". ASA Gallery
10111
duwmtatn sun. M~l', 11-4 p.m.
00 YOll NI;!'O tutoring rn gcnerallliology, general
l'hcnmtry, Physi<s, Math or any other science
cour<c<? Are you u pre· Health minority student? If
so, the National c·hicano Heallh Organization can
n!fer you free tutoring. For more informallon contact
Patty at 277-2728 or at 892·6479.
10/17
I' lilA <TTY SI'H'IAJ.. Ouc slice cheese and a small
dnnk for a dollar »ith Ihis nd. Til10tl9/80. 265·
4777. 127 Hurmrd S.l'. Piua City, 'h block south of
<<nttal.
10/17
SKI !liN!: Ul'S and repairs. Pre-season specials.
C"all llr1nn, the Skr Doctor. ActiOn Sport•. 7509
McnGul N.l'. 884·5611.
10/17
AOORA C'l'LFBRATES TEN years or service lo
l1NM ~tltd(nts. All fonnervoluntecrs-Octobcr ISis
the <late of our birthday celebration! Call 277-3013
for info.
10117
SliDMJSSlONS ARE NOW being accepted for the
Sptmg 1980 tssuc of Conceptions Southwest. We're
looking for poetry, ficti_"!!.a..._112_!)·fiction 1 art, _

SERVICES

LOST&FOUND

HOUSING

AI'ARTMI·NT, TWO BIG bedrooms, fireplace,
'Image, ga' putd. Ncar San Mateo. $248. 298·2552.
10117
ROOM, SHARE !.ARGii two bedroom house,
carpeted! furnished. Wa~herrdryer, utilities included.
Non·>mukcr. Ncar Central. 296·1427.
10/20
OUT Of' TOWN. Almost. I need a roommate to
r,harc n very nice two bedroom carpeted apartment
with fireplace, parking, etc. by November I st. !live in
"~un~et country" (Copper and Tramway). Rent is
$125 plu.~ "• utilities ench. Come by Marron Hall
room 131 and leave a message for Josh. I am an equal
opportunity roommate.
10120
ONE IIEDROOM, SPACIOUS, furnished, utllilies
paid, walk to LJNM. Security complex. $225.00, 843·
63~2.
10!22
ALl. UTILITIES PAID. One bedroom furnished and
unfurnished. Fireplace, patio, laundry facilities. 4849
Gibson S.E. 256-3331.
10122
ROOMMATE WANTED: V.. mile to UNM.
Washer/dryer, dishwasher, comfortable. 268-2168
after 10:00 p.m.
10/21
BEAUTIFUL HOUSE 11'1 Corrales. Adobe, vegas,
Mexican tile, brick noors, fireplace. References
required. Call Geoffrey, 898-8821,881-0400. 10/20
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE In quiet Ridgecrest area.
Fireplace, privacy. References required. Call
Geoffrey, 898·8821, 881-0400.
10120
THREE BEDROOMS, DINING room, large living
room. partly carpeted, large fenced yard. $300, $100
deposit. 344-3290,345-7147,
10120
A BLOCK TO UNM. One bedroom with swimming
pool, dishwasher, disposal, refrigerated air, and cable
t.v. No children or pets. $230, includes utilities. 209
Columbia S.E. Call255-2685.
10120

I.OSl': BLACK WALLET, Johnson weight room.
Reward. Jerry Sandoval, 277-2981.
10/22
l.OST: TAN JACKET, outside of Ortega Hall.
Sentimental value. Please call, 345·0638.
10/23
I OST: ACCliTRON RAILROAD model wristwatch
on practice field next t Johnson Gym. SlO reward.
265·0869.
J0/2~
FOUND: TWO KEYS, one Ford, one gas, on chain
with one red die; at the Pit parking lot on 10/16/80.
10/23
c:laimat 131 Marron Hall.

4036 3717 Palo Duro N.l,,
10/17
Nl:AR CAMPUS. EXTRA large two bedroom.
$145.00. Equipped kitchen, yard, children welcome.
262·1751. R.E. Fee.
10/P
CHEAP BUT CLEAN. $90.00 one bedroom, carpeting throughout, storage, spacious yard, kids. 262175t. Fee. R.E.
t0/17
I'IIUlPLACE CHARM: CARPETED three
bedroom, dining, laundry room, fenced greenery.
10/17
$200.00. Rental Experts. 262-1751. Fee,
SUPER SPACIOUS TWO bedroom townhouse
Fireplace, 9ft, closets. $350.00, Two bedroom house.
$335.00. One bedroom apartment, walk-In closet.
Private patio. $205. All 3 units furnished, spotless.
insulated for quietness, utilities paid. UNM area. No
pels. 842·0925.
J0/31
A BLOCK TO UNM •. , One bedroom, utilities
paid, $180. No children or pets. 201-205 Columbia
10/31
S.E. Cali2S5-2685.
THE CITADEL-SUPERil location near UNM &
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. 1 bedroom
or efficiency, from $205. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher & disposal, recreation room,
swimming pool, TV room & laundry. Adult complex,
no pets. 1520 University N.E. 243-2494.
tfn

5.

FORSALE

1979 KAWASAKI 200.60 plus mpg. $675. 298·2552,
10123
1978 HONDA 400. 9~0 miles, like new, $975. 296·
2552.
10/23
TO MY DRO Trent: Happy 15th birthday. Love,
llrctt.
10/17
TEN-SPEED lllKE in excellent shape. Oreal for
commuting or weekend touring. $110.00.255-5736.
10/23
PLYMOUTH FURY 1976 four-door. Perfect
condition inside and out. $1100.
10/23
STEREO, AM/FM, S·track, turntable, speakers.
242·6230.
10120
MUST SELL BUNDY tenor sax. Like new. Call
Randy, 299·0992. $425 or best offer.
10122
DEEitSKIN-BY THE piece. Reasonable. 268-1082,
evenings.
10122
TWO $29 DISCOUNT airline fares to L.A.,
November 5th. 277-3037, 8·5, 268-1640 after 5:00.
10117
FENCE POST LTD. auto sale~. Yes we finance! No
Interest! No credit check I fine used vehicles! Come to
1710 Central S.E. 255·9856, 25$·9292, 268-7362.
11/12
FOR SALE 73 VW bus. A/C, radial !Ires, excellent
condition. Call268-7234 or242-7508.
I0/22
1976 YAMAHA DT-400E. $925.00.884-5194. 10/21
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUII'MENT-CHEAPI All
sorts of darkroom stuff, camera accessories, film,
etc. Sell all or pari. Need beer money! I Call277-5874
10121
and leave a message for R.D.
HOLTON TRUMPET, BRAND new. $175. Call2990193.
10121
1966 RAMBLER AMBASSADOR. Good body, fair
interior, good tires. PS, PB, AT. Exceptionally
tfn
reliable transportation. SS50.00. 256-3704.
RALEIGH TEN SPEED. Two years old. $ISO. 299·
8544.
10/17
BATAVUS MOPED, GREAT condition. $275. 344·
7414.
10117
3·5-10 SPEED BICYCLES, new and used. Raleigh,
Panasonie, Peugeot, Nishiki and Bianchi. Repairs on
all makes. Touring Cyclist Shoppe, 3222 Central S.E.
268-3949.
10/31

LADIES NORDICA SKI boots. Size 8-B•·,. Calt ~92·
tfn

4955.

6.

EMPLOYMENT

WANTED: WORK/STUDY secretary-20 hours/week. Work afternoons, like classical music. For
Popular Entertainment Committee. Joe. 277-5602.
10124
DIVISION OF GOVERNMENT Research needs one
uniquely qualified graduate or undergraduate
Mudent. Mu~t know SAS, graphics hardware and
software. Pay DOE. 277-3305.
10119
PART-TIME HELP wanted-maids for apanment
complex. Call Mimi Sims, 293·4445.
10/20
PART-TIME JOil, graduate students only. Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply in
person, no phone calls please. Saveway Liquor
Stores, at 5704 Lomas N.E., 5j16 Menaul N.E. 1117
THE NATIONAL CHICANO Health Organization
is seeking interested tutors for general Chemistry,
general Biology, Math, Physics, and other science
courses. For more Information contact Patty at .277·
2728 or nt 892-6479.
10/17
ADVERTISING SPACE SALES. Ambitious,
imaginative, pe"onable representMives needed to sell
adverh~ing in Albuquerque's fa~t growing "Single'
Scene" magarinc. !lase, draw, high commis1ion.
override, bonuses and benefits. E~pcrience preferred.
but will train selected applicants. Call Lou for ap~
pointment. 293·4881 mornings.
10.- f7
THE LOllO IS taking applications for ~ale~peoplc
who will ~ell new accounts exclusively. tNo account'
furnished.) Car ab1olutely necessary. Commission
only. Fill out an application at room 133 of Marron
Hall; preferably leave resume.
tfn
OVERSEAS JOBS-SUMMER/year round. Europe,
South America, Australia, Asia. All fleld~. SSOO·
$1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free info. Write: IK,
Box 52, NM I Corona Del Mar, Ca. 92625.
10129

7.

TRAVEL

SHARI! THE RIDE: Carpoolers do it In groups!
10117
Advertise your ridein the Daily Lobo.
TAKE MY STEREO, please. I will pay up to $20 to
get my stereo sent to my brolher In Connecticut.
ASAP. It is in a 2 ~ 2 x J fool box, and weighs only
about4' lbs. If you can provide safe transport for it,
plcasecali211-S874 and leave a message for R, Duk~.
10124

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

OO·KART RACING. Corne watch fantastic racing
this Sunday. No admission. 11:00 a,m.-Tri)lle T
Karlwuy. 10605 Central N.W.
10111
NINE IRISH SETTER cross puppies to give away.
Eight weeks old. 298-5750 after 5:30p.m.
10/23
CASH! FOR USED cars and pick-ups! Call Forrest
at 255-9856, 255-9292, 268-7362.
11/27
TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION. FREE
introductory lecture. A simple natural mental
technique for development of full potential. Wed·
•nesday, October22, 8:00p.m. SUB231A.
10!22
HAVE BAND/WILL PLAY a good variety of Rock,
Coantry and country Rock music-parties, wed·
dings, fund raisers, etc. Call Gerri, 25S-9349 or Deb!,
296-1657.
10/20
DON'T FORGET THE party, .Dianna. R. Duke.
10117

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

'"fl

KEY FOUND IN the lawn on the path leading to
Roma N.E. in front of Scholes Hall on 10/10/80.
Come to 131 Marron Hall to claim.
10/20
SUNGLASSES FOUND. CLAIM at 131 Marron
:::H::•:.:Il·:__--------=====1~0:;,1,;,:17:..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

=:._-

NEEDffiONEY?
$ COmE SEE USI t
WE BUY
REGARDLESS OF CONDITION

GOLD

~

ACROSS
1 Tree part
5 Fleece
10 Epic
14 Opposed:
Dial.
15 Lena16 Black
17 Noted ones
19 Attired
20 Diminish
21 Wholly
23 Embraces
25 Fork part
26 Decadently
30 Bury
34 Rhythm
35Charged
atoms
37 Revelry cry
38 Bygone
39'Nolses
42 Collection
43 Remedy
45 Profound
46 Played parts
48 Kidded
50 Eellike fish
52 Decorate
54 Run easily
55 Love affairs
59 Exercise

63 Exclude
64 Involving
three
66 Path
67 Moth
68 Author
Ambler
69 Completes
70 Bangs in
71 Rolltop, e.g,
DOWN
1 Social do
2 Fever
3 Margins
4 Deli Items
5 Nickels and
dimes
6 Biblical
mount
7 Great Lake
8 About
9 Most crabby
10 Conceal
11 Qualified
12Aim
13 Man's nickname
18 Gender
22 Tavern
24 Carve
26 Solar year

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved

1
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.
.
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C A F E Sl A Sl S
AM 0 R E
R EIAIO

ENG.STOP
OTTER
IIIlO R I 0 N 0 EN t E N I
AcT I 0 N M 0 NIT E ODE
,
, IMtNTS F A OliO
"'
P E NC H A NT S
II 0 0

- H AIT E S
MARTEN
C R E A si_E S
S A L T Y. . . .
R EM I T
K I L L• F I T

ATON~MjeNftloxtoE

M I T E
5 p E 0

SILVER

btlng a high teturn because of thelt weight.
They can easily bring you up to
J200 each ot mote
Hollday Inn

UNBELIEVABLE
PRICES

Save this ad fot
a 2% bonus on
Items we buy

Regatdleas of Condition!
We will accept any Gold or Sllvet Item.
Dents and sctatchea do not lowet
their value In any way.
Cleaning and polishing ate not neceasaty.
Do not hesitate to bring In any ltHt.
We can tutn your dust coHectotalnto cash

~

'

..

'

4
1

El Pj E E
Tl tiE 5

excess
27 Polyphonic
work
28 Plants
29 Rustic
31 Egg-shaped
32 Currency
33 Glass items
36 Everest
country
40 Hooked
41 Army engineer

Class rings ••• 10-k or 14-k

2020 menual
Rm. 111 Ph. 345-3511

P E L T
E L 0 I

F E V E II
F II E 0 N

44 Properties
47 Peaked
49 Sea eagle
51 Grinders
53 Coalesce
55 Part
56 Sultanate
57 Head
58 Emblem
60 Parent
61 Elevator man
621sthmus
65 Pamper

